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Abstract 
Using wireless interconnect network conveyance of video packets through multicasting can be attainable by selecting a 
appropriate internet access Gateways. It allows a choice of alternative routes to avoid potentially extensive and low-
capacity multihop wireless paths. There are some problems in existing protocol, that is,(AODV)AdHoc On Demand 
Distance Vector Routing Protocol ,its routes are lengthy and  reduces feat of the network and also reduces the capacity. 
The proposed (LSRT)Link State Routing Protocol chooses the path that is shorter and without any interlude and also 
increases the performance of the network. A set of heuristic-based algorithms is  used in the proposed system.This 
algorithm described that together aim to make best use of reliable network power: the two-tier incorporated architecture 
algorithm, the prejudiced gateway uploading algorithm, the link-controlled direction-finding tree algorithm, and the 
active group management algorithm. These algorithms use different approaches to assemble nodes involved in  
multicasting into a clustered and two-tier incorporated architecture in which network protocols can construct  multiple 
gateways to improve system throughput. It develops a video multicasting for large scale environments that exploits the 
combination of available internet resources and bandwidth. Resource aware  multi gateway video multicasting for 
WMNs that reduces the negative impacts of multiple wireless hops. The theoretical results are validated by detailed 
simulations. 
Keywords: (AODV) Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector protocol,(LSRT) Link State Routing protocol, 
Gateway, WMN(Wireless Mesh Network),Multicasting, Video Streaming. 

1. Introduction 

Wireless communication is one of the fastest growing technologies. It is bringing fundamental changes 
to data networking, telecommunication, and is making integrated networks a reality. Wireless network 
refers to any type of computer network that is not connected by cables of any kind. This implementation 
takes place at the physical layer of the OSI model network structure. Wireless networking such as the 
various types of unlicensed 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi devices is used to meet many needs. Perhaps the most common 
use is to connect laptop users who travel from location to location. Another common use is for mobile 
networks that connect via satellite. VIDEO streaming represents one of the fastest growing segments of 
traffic in the Internet today. Multicasting of video over wireless networks is a challenging problem, due to 
the combination of high data rates (relative to wireless capacity)and low-latency constraints and the need to 
support multiple receivers with time-varying link quality. Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) offer an 
attractive solution for low-cost connectivity over large urban areas. These approaches are intramesh 
schemes, in that they aim to support video transmission in WMNs by using wireless resources more 
effectively. An alternative approach is to enhance WMNs with access gateways that can provide alternative 
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routing paths via the Internet. This allows a reduction in wireless transmission distance (the number of 
wireless hops traversed) and hence an improvement in residual capacity. We call this gateway-based 
approach the integrated architecture and illustrate its potential in Fig. 1. The intramesh communication 
from S to R experiences atleast six hops, while the integrated path (shown by the arrow lines) traverse only 
two wireless hops (to or from the gateways) by taking advantage of an Internet shortcut among the 
gateways. Besides reducing the hop count, an additional set of advantages accrue from the higher 
bandwidth and lower loss rates that the Internet (wired) paths offer, compared to the WMN wireless links. 

Gateway-based approaches [8], [9] for routing in WMNs typically aim to improve forwarding 
performance over large physical distances (possibly across multiple network domains), by using wired 
paths preferentially over wireless links whenever possible, without regard to the quality and congestion 
experienced by different links. However, in many instances, the use of an Internet-based path may actually 
prove counterproductive, especially if the vicinity of the access gateways is congested. In Fig. 1, packets 
from S prefer the intramesh routing to reach R0 because the intramesh routing has the same number of 
wireless hops as the integrated path but needs no Internet access. Hence, the choice between an intramesh 
route versus an integrated path is an involved one, that must clearly take into account relative position of 
the sending and receiving nodes, and more importantly, the traffic congestion and link quality on both the 
intramesh and integrated paths. 

 

Fig. 1 An example of the two-tier integrated architecture 

The two-tier incorporated architecture algorithm(TIA) establishes a hybrid wired-wireless routing 
hierarchy. To avoid the use of an excessively large number of wireless hops, TIA (unlike the schemes in 
[8], [9]) employs a threshold on the number of wireless hops to initially cluster WMN gateways and mesh 
nodes into different lower-tier access areas. To connect different access areas for video delivery to all group 
receivers, TIA (in contrast to [26], which employs broadcasting to find gateways and thus is limited to 
operation within a single domain) uses a receiver-driven multicast protocol to establish a distribution tree 
connecting gateways in different Internet domains. The prejudiced gateway uploading algorithm (PGU)  is 
used by a sender in its access area to select one among multiple candidate gateways for directing video via 
the Internet, so as to ensure efficient and high throughput video routing. Instead of using the static hop 
distance as the only metric for gateway selection [26], the enhanced PGU uses a metric that balances the 
traffic load of a gateway, the path reliability and the delay distance from the gateway to the sender. The 
link-controlled direction-finding tree algorithm(LCDT) builds a multicast tree, inside each access area, that 
decreases the interference-induced delays within the WMN while guaranteeing the highest possible 
transmission throughput. The active group management (AGM) algorithm maintains the multicasting 
framework with controlled overheads when dynamic changes take place. New members are admitted to the 
group through a short and reliable path. Multicast interruption is recovered by using interference-limited 
routing paths. 
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2. Multicasting 

Multicast is sometimes also incorrectly used to refer to a multiplexed broadcast. In computer networking, 
multicast is the delivery of a message or information to a group of destination computers simultaneously in 
a single transmission from the source. Copies are automatically created in other network elements, such as 
routers, but only when the topology of the network requires it. Multicast is most commonly implemented in 
IP multicast, which is often employed in Internet Protocol (IP) applications of streaming media and Internet 
television. In IP multicast the implementation of the multicast concept occurs at the IP routing level, where 
routers create optimal distribution paths for datagrams sent to a multicast destination address. 

 
Fig. 2 Multicasting 

3. Link State Routing Protocol 

Each node monitors neighbors/local links and advertises them to the network. Usually state of local links is 
sent periodically. Must be re-sent because of non-reliable delivery and possible joins/merges. Each node 
maintains the full graph by collecting the updates from all other nodes. The set of all links forms the 
complete graph. Routing is performed using shortest path computations on the graph. Hello protocol 
enhancement (differential). Flooding protocol enhancement. Reduces the cost of flooding by using 
knowledge of topology Multi-Point Relay (OLSR).Topology Based Reverse Path Forwarding 
(TBRPF).Topology Filtering. Reduce the number of advertised links to less than the complete graph. 
Nearsighted Updates (Fisheye & HSLS). Scoped flooding for advertisements. Update nearby nodes quickly 
& far nodes more slowly. 

3.1 Two-Tier Incorporated Architecture 

The TIA constructs access areas interconnected by a wired network. Nodes are assigned to an access area, 
so as to bound the number of wireless hops to a gateway, in a way that assures acceptable QoS.  
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Fig. 3 An example of the access area construction. Square nodes represent gateways. Circle nodes 

represent mesh routers/mesh clients. Black nodes and gray nodes are the senders and the receivers of 
AREA_CONSTRUCTION, respectively. 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, all of the nodes join in the lower tier where they are separated into access areas. 
From this point on, we call an access area in which the video source resides as a source access area; an 
access area in which no video source resides is referred to as a nonsource access area. In a given source 
access area, there is one uploading gateway that is selected by the source s using the weighted gateway 
uploading algorithm; in a given nonsource access area, there is one area gateway that is selected based on a 
defined metric among gateways that have registered with group receivers.111111 

3.2 Prejudiced Gateway Uploading Algorithm 

When the source access area is constructed, it uses the weighted gateway uploading algorithm to select an 
uploading gateway from all of the corresponding gateways in the source access area.. The uploading 
gateway is responsible for selecting area gateways among plausible gateways for non source access areas 
before it distributes to group receivers in non source access areas through wired connections. When 
building the receiver-driven tree, the gateways also inform the uploading gateway of their: available 
wireless transmission capacity, lists of registered receivers, and  hop distances to the registered receivers. 
The PGU selects an uploading gateway through which a source can send its video data to group receivers in 
non source access areas. The PGU algorithm assigns each gateway in the source access area a weight which 
is a function of the gateways’ available capacity and their reliability to connect to the sender. WGU selects 
an uploading gateway through which a source can send its video data to group receivers in nonsource 
access areas. In our previous work [26], a static metric—the gateways’ distances to s was used to choose 
such an uploading gateway. This new algorithm takes the reliability of the connection between the 
uploading gateway and the sender into account because group receivers in nonsource access areas depend 
on this connection to receive video traffic. More specifically, the WGU algorithm assigns each gateway in 
the source access area a weight which is a function of the gateways’ available capacity and their reliability 
to connect to the sender. The gateway with the largest weight is selected as the uploading gateway. 
 
 
 
 
 
3.3 Link Control Direction Finding Tree Algorithm 
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The LCDT algorithm is run by the source in the source access area or by the area gateway in a nonsource 
access area to construct a routing tree that multicasts packets so as to minimize the impact of wireless 
interference during intraaccess area forwarding. 

 
Fig. 4 An example of the link-controlled routing tree 

The LCDT algorithm is run by the source in the source access area or by the area gateway in a non source 
access area to construct a routing tree that multicasts packets so as to minimize the impact of wireless 
interference during intra access area forwarding. Weighted gateway uploading ( PGU) algorithm is used by 
a multicast source node to select a gateway node within its access area based on load levels, path reliability, 
and hop count. The LCRT algorithm routes traffic within each access area so as to reduce interference and 
channel contention while achieving a consistently higher throughput. Active group management. The DGM 
algorithm deals with group membership and recovery from transmission interruptions. During the 
construction of a nonsource access area, each node responding to the area gateway’s 
AREA_CONSTRUCTION includes a TTL field into its JOIN_REPORT message. The TTL in 
JOIN_REPORT is initially set as 0 and increases by 1 after passing each hop. If the JOIN_REPORT 
message passes a corresponding gateway (in the same access area) on the way back to the area gateway, 
this corresponding gateway records the TTL and IP address from JOIN_REPORT and reports to the area 
gateway via the Internet that it has a shorter distance to the node than the area gateway does. Finally, the 
area gateway decides a node level based on the information. received from both wireless and wired links. 
The TTL of the node to its closest gateway among both corresponding gateways and area gateway in the 
access area is set as the level of this node. With the knowledge of nodes’ levels, s or area gateways run the 
tree construction (Algorithm 1) in their own access areas which starts at the nodes with the largest levels. 

Before explaining the procedure of the LCDT algorithm, we define the following terms: 

• Node level is defined as the least number of wireless hops from the multicast node to its closest 
gateway. A l-level node has at least l wireless hops to its closest gateways. As an example, in Fig. 
3, A, B, C, and D are 1-level nodes because they only need one hop to reach their closest 
gateways. 

• A node’s uncovered out degree refers to the number of its direct child nodes (including group 
receivers and nonmember forwarders) that are not covered by any current multicast forwarders. In 
Fig. 5, the uncovered out degree of G2 is 0. 
 
 
 

3.4 Active Group Management 
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3.4.1 Admitting New Members: 
 
When a new member wants to join the video session V , it broadcasts JOIN_GROUP with TTL ¼ K and 
group id to detect existing access areas.4 Eligible nodes respond to this new request with a 
JOIN_AVAILABLE message, which includes: 
 

• responder’s area id; 
• responder’s confidence (which is the reciprocal of the number of transmission outages that have     

happened at this node during the transmission of V ); and 
• responders’ hop distances to both s and this new member. 

 
A node in U is eligible when its wireless distance to s (over the hierarchical architecture) added to its 
wireless distance to the new member is less than K. To reduce control overhead, when an eligible node 
receives JOIN_AVAILABLE from another eligible node, it does not forward this message if it offers a 
shorter hop distance from s to the new member. However, the eligible node sends its own 
JOIN_AVAILABLE, thereby providing the new member more choices in the selection of an upstream 
forwarding node. After receiving JOIN_AVAILABLE, the new member selects the responder through 
which the new member can connect to s via the least number of wireless hops with the most reliable 
wireless links, as its forwarders. Hence, this new member becomes a leaf node of the multicasting tree and 
starts receiving V from its upstream node. 
 
3.4.2 Recovering from Transmission Interruptions and Outages  
 
In order to reduce control overheads, link broken in our system is detected through application-layer 
monitoring of transmission outages instead of using conventional periodic link-advertisements. More 
specifically, if the transmission of V is not completed5 but a node (say m0) fails to receive gamma 
(gamma=3 for our current implementation) consecutive packets of V , m0 suspects that its upstream link is 
broken. m0 broadcasts a BROKEN message to its upstream node via the control channel (Step 1 of 
Algorithm 2). Apart from a message type field, a BROKEN message includes an interruption_id field, 
incremented by 1 for each new link failure detection, which helps to distinguish different BROKEN 
messages issued by the same node. The upstream node (saym1) checks whether it is sending and receiving 
V or not. If not, m1 implements Steps 3 and 4 in Algorithm 2. Apart from sending RESPONSE message 
which includes the message type and the interruption_id (the same as the one in the received BROKEN 
message), m1 reports its interruption to its upstream node (say m2) in the same way that its downstream 
node m0 does. Otherwise, if m1 is currently sending and receiving V , the BROKEN message from its 
downstream node triggers th recovery procedure in Steps 5-15 of Algorithm 2. 
 
4. Results And Discussion 
 
The impact of the number of gateways and the number of nodes in the source access area on the 
performance of RMG. Variating the number of gateways per source access area from 1 to 5 and the number 
of mesh nodes per source access area from 5 to 45, respectively—this is done by explicitly placing gateway 
nodes (for a given topology) to ensure that a source or receiver is within K hops of the specified number of 
gateway nodes. Mesh nodes are uniformly distributed in the source access area with the density of three 
nodes per transmission range.  
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Fig. 5 The average multicast throughput performance varies with the number of gateways in the 
source access area. 

The total number of nodes in other access areas are 160. Figure shows the average multicast throughput of 
RMG when the number of gateways in each source access area varies from 1 to 5 and the number of nodes 
in each source access area is 10, 25, and 45. The figure shows that multicast throughput increases with an 
increase in the number of gateways in the source access area, illustrating that the use of multiple gateways 
can significantly improve the throughput. 

 
 
Fig. 6 The average multicast Energy performance varies with the number of gateways in the source 

access area. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
 In Computer Networks Unicast transmission is the sending of messages to a single network destination 
identified by a unique address. Broadcasting sends a message to every node on the network .In broad 
casting, information is send from one point to multi point . But in multicasting, information is send from 
one or more points to a set of points. Resource aware multi-gateway video multicasting framework for 
WMNs that reduces the negative impacts of multiple wireless hops by employing high-capacity wired 
Internet shortcuts. It can be achieved by LCDT algorithm, which decreases interference from parallel 
multicasting by constructing a multicast tree with the least number of forwarders in each access area, and 
the active group management algorithm provides low-overhead maintenance of the multicast forwarding 
trees when dynamic changes take place. The simulation results have increased upto 40% compared to 
AODV protocol. The hierarchy architecture is flexible enough to incorporate progressively sophisticated 
enhancements to each individual algorithmic phase. For example, while the access area construction uses a 
hop count threshold to avoid the usage of excessive wireless links, this static metric can be easily replaced 
by a dynamic metric (e.g., delay distance threshold). 
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